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Problem 2447. Two circles intersect at P and Q. A variable line through P meets the 

circles again at A and B. Find the locus of the orthocentre of triangle ABQ. 

 

Solution. Let the circles be K1(O1; R1) and K2(O2; R2). We denote by AA1, BB1,  QQ1 

the altitudes of the triangle ABQ, and by H – its orthocentre. Let DKAH 1  and 

CKBH 2 (Figure 1). Let BAQ and ABQ . It is clear that   and   are 

constant – they don’t depend on the position of line AB. We denote by  the angle 

between K1 and K2. It’s clear that  =  + . 

 We split the problem into three cases.  

   Case I.  Let 090  . Now ABQ is a right triangle and Q is its orthocentre. 

Hence the locus contains only one point – Q. We have this case when the angle 

between the two given circles is 90
0
. 

   Case II.  Let 00 900   . Then BAQ and ABQ are acute angles and 

AQB is obtuse angle.  

   Case II. 1.  Let PAQ = , i. e. the point A lies on the bigger arc PQ and AP, AQ 

(Figure 1). 

Triangle ABA1 is a right triangle, so  BAA1 = 90
0 

- . The angle BAA1 is an inscribed 

angle in K1, then 


PD  = 2. BAA1 = 2.(90
0 

- )  constant.  

Hence D doesn’t depend on the line AB, i. e. the altitude AA1 goes always trough the 

fixed point D. Analogously in triangle ABB1  ABB1 = 90
0
 - . It is inscribed angle in 

K2, so 


PC  = 2. ABB1 = 2.( 90
0
 - )  constant. Hence C doesn’t depend on the line 

AB, i. e. the altitude BB1 goes always trough the fixed point C. (The third altitude QQ1 

goes always trough the fixed point Q, i. e. the three altitudes of the triangle ABQ go 

trough three fixed points) 

 We’ll prove that QCO 1 . 

PQO1 is an isosceles triangle (O1P = O1Q = R1) and PO1Q = 


PQ  = 2., then  

    00
1 902180.
2

1
PQO . 

Quadrilateral PBCQ is inscribed in K2, hence  

PQC = 180
0
 - PBC = 180

0
 – (90

0
 - ) = 90

0
 +  ; 
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PQO1 + PQC = 90
0
 -   + 90

0
 + . = 180

0
. 

Thus QCO 1 . Analogously DQO 2 . This is very important! We discovered that  

21 KQOC   and 22 KQOD   ! 

 

Quadrilateral APQD is inscribed in K1, so 0180 ADQAPQ , but 

0180 QDHADQ , then QDHAPQ  .  

Quadrilateral BCQP is inscribed in K2, so 0180 BPQBCQ , but 

0180 QCHBCQ , then QCHBPQ  . 

Since 0180 BPQAPQ  it follows that 0180 QCHQDH . Hence the 

points D, Q, C, H are concyclic, i. e. the point H lies always on the circumscribed 

circle of DQC (It doesn’t depend on the position of line AB). 

   Case II. 2. Let  0180PAQ , i. e. the point A lies on the smaller arc PQ and 

AP, AQ (Figure 2). 

 Triangle ABB1 is a right triangle, so 

 ABB1 = 90
0 

-  and  0
1

0 90180 ABBPBC ; )90(2 0* 


PC . 

 Triangle BAA1 is a right triangle, so 

 0
1 90BAA and  0

1
0 90180 BAAPAD ; 



 )90(2 0* PD . 

 Hence the points D and C don’t depend on the line AB. We point that: 

  000* 36090902 


PCPC , 

  000* 36090902 


PDPD . 

Hence the points D and C from II. 1. and II. 2. are identical! 

 Again we’ll prove that the points D, Q, C, H are concyclic.  

  000
2121 1809090QPOQPOQOODQC .         (1) 

HQ1B is a right triangle, so   HBQABBBHQ 1
0

11 90 . 

HQ1A is also a right triangle, so   HAQBAAAHQ 1
0

11 90 . 

We get: 

  00
11 180180 AHCDHCHBQHAQAHC .    (2) 

From (1) and (2) immediately follows that DQC = DHC. Hence the points D, Q, 

C, H are concyclic, i. e. the point H lies always on the circumscribed circle of DQC 

(It doesn’t depend on the line AB). 

   Case II. 3. If PA   or QA   hence ABQ doesn’t exist. 

 We conclude that the orthocentre of the triangle ABQ always lies on the 

circumscribed circle of the triangle DQC.  

 

 Let H is an arbitrary point on the circumscribed circle of the triangle DQC, 

AKDH 1  and BKCH 2 . We’ll prove that ABP . 

 The points D, Q, C, H are concyclic, so 0180 QCHQDH .                          (3) 

 The points A, P, Q, D are concyclic, so APQADQ  0180 , but 

QDHADQ  0180 , then QDHAPQ  .              (4) 



The points P, B, C, Q, are concyclic, so BPQBCQ  0180 , but 

QCHBCQ  0180 , then QCHBPQ  .          (5) 

 From (3), (4) and (5) it follows that ABPBPQAPQ  0180 . 

  

 We proved that the locus of the orthocentre of triangle ABQ is the circumscribed  

circle of the triangle DQC, without the point Q, where Q is a given point, 

12 KQOD   and 21 KQOC  . 

   Case III. Let 00 18090   . This case is the same as Case II. 

 


